
Greetings, 

On behalf of myself and our entire Alliance Cigar family we would like to extend our sincerest best wishes for a great Holiday season. 
As we enter our 21st year of business and service to the cigar retailing industry we would like to thank all of our special friends and 
customers for helping us grow and become a key component of your premium cigar business. We are always looking for ways to 
bring the most sought after cigars, exclusive products and the newest products to our customers first. All these new products are 
marked “New” in the catalog to help you in your search. In addition to the largest assortment of premium imported cigar brands and 
exclusive products, no distributor carries a greater selection of small batch, vintage or boutique brands than we do. We distribute for 
the hottest small batch cigar brands like The Wise Man Maduro,Charter Oak,Asylum, Meritage, Foyle, Curavari, RomaCraft, Leaf by 
Oscar, LaRanja,MiQuerida, Sobremesa and Robert Caldwell to name a few. 

We have several key additions to our extensive portfolio of exclusive premium cigar sizes of world famous brands like; Herrera Esteli, 
Flor de las Antillas, Prensado, Tempus, Meritage, Kentucky Fire Cured, My Uzi Weighs a Ton, ACID, Aging Room, LaRanja, Rocky Patel 
Decade and many more. These products are ONLY available through us at Alliance Cigar. In addition they are not sold to the big 
catalog/discount internet outlets.

This month we are highlighting special exclusive deals on AVO and Camacho,keep an eye out for special announcements on our 
website and in our weekly emails for these deals. The Davidoff team has done an incredible job over the last couple of years to build 
on the strong foundation of the classic AVO line as well as taking Camacho to new levels of sophistication and elegance through 
innovative packaging on unique and diverse blend additions to both platforms. The AVO family has seen the introduction of several 
new blends in recent times;  
AVO Syncro Nicaragua is AVO ’s first box-pressed cigar, and utilizes a Nicaraguan leaf that is exclusive to this blend. AVO Syncro 
Nicaragua Fogata cigars are a follow-up project to last year’s 93-rated AVO Syncro Nicaragua. That box-pressed blend was the first 
AVO release to feature Nicaraguan leaf, and this one has even more. 
Avo Syncro Ritmo is a stunning line of premium handmade cigars composed of a 5-country blend of binder and filler tobaccos 
covered with a supple and oily Ecuadorian wrapper. A wonderful addition the famous Avo portfolio, this complex, medium to full body 
smoke starts with a bold blast of pepper that soon yields to softer notes of cocoa, roasted peanuts, and black coffee. The cigar ends 
with a long lasting creamy sweetness. 
Camacho BXP; These box-pressed premium line extensions based off the popular Camacho Corojo, Camacho Ecuador, and 
Camacho Connecticut series, offers a bolder flavor experience. In addition to box pressing, American Pennsylvania Broadleaf 
tobaccos are added to each blend for a unique fuller flavored smoking experience.  
Camacho American Barrell Aged; A complex and intense new cigar experience inspired by the uncompromising American spirit, 
with bourbon barrel-aged Corojo, filler at its heart. American Barrel-Aged is a unique smoke that combines Handcrafted tobaccos. 
The Barrel Aged secret ingredient is Camacho’s legendary Corojo leaf aged 6 years, and then skillfully fermented in charred 
Kentucky bourbon barrels. Subtle hints of bourbon are imparted by this special fermentation process. 
Camacho Nicaraguan Barrel-Aged; Contains Nicaraguan Corojo that spent five months in Nicaraguan rum barrels. 

We pride ourselves on having the friendliest Customer Service Team in the industry today. We are a small employee owned company 
with over 85 years combined experience in the Imported Premium Cigar industry. Our singular focus is on helping grow your 
profitability through the Imported Premium Cigar category. We will help you manage the complex world of Imported Premium Cigars. 
If you need advice, service, product, selection and pricing when it comes to Imported Premium Cigars we are best prepared to meet 
and exceed your needs. Our mission has always been and remains to provide all licensed resellers of fine imported premium cigars 
the greatest choice with the best pricing possible. Coupled with an unparalleled level of knowledge, service, and helpfulness. 

Have a profitable and a wonderful Winter! 

Best regards,

Tom Sullivan 
Founder
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